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I N S I G H T S

Helping your young perfectionist

Thereʼs a perception in our society that perfectionism is a good thing, akin to ʻbeing perfect..̓  That itʼs something we should
strive for or drop into conversation in job interviews… Yet the reality is quite di�erent.

Perfectionism leads us to place unreasonably and o�en unrealistically high expectations on ourselves. Essentially, it causes us
to raise the bar so high, that we frequently wind up feeling like failures, consumed by frustration and self-blame.

Of course, this can be very unsettling to witness in our kids and it can be hard for us to know how best to help. It can start
when our children are very young and grow with them in intensity and impact. Perhaps you have a young child who refuses to
draw because her drawings donʼt look exactly like those of an adult artist. Or maybe your little guy becomes so distressed by a
small mistake in his homework, that he insists on starting all over again in his unhealthy quest for perfection.

If you have older kids, perhaps they refuse to submit an assignment because itʼs not perfect, or they wonʼt run the cross
country because they know they wonʼt win.

While itʼs great for our kids to hold high expectations of themselves, aiming for perfection actually sets them up to fail. Their
habitual a̒ll or nothingʼ thinking leads to the unhelpful belief that if they donʼt achieve 100%, theyʼve as good as flunked. Their
focus on their mistakes rather than on their successes o�en a�ects their self esteem, fuelling a vicious cycle that can lead to
stress, depression and anxiety if le� unchecked.

The sooner we help our kids break this unhealthy habit, the better. So letʼs look at a few tips for doing just that.

Reduce your praise

There are two ways in which we tend to praise children. ʻContent praiseʼ o�en draws attention to the end product, for
example, “What a fantastic drawing!”, or to a fixed quality in a child, such as “Youʼre so clever”. In contrast, ʻprocess praiseʼ
focuses on how your child got there. When we use process praise, we draw attention to their good ideas, problem solving
approaches, e�ort, persistence, concentration and enthusiasm.

While itʼs helpful for all children to experience more process praise than content praise, this is particularly true for children with
perfectionistic traits. This allows us to draw the focus away from how impressive the end result might (or should) be and
instead highlight the importance of having a go, trying their best and learning along the way.

For example, rather than saying, ʻWhat a fantastic drawing! Youʼre an amaz ing artist – what were you worried about? ,̓ itʼs
more helpful to say something like, ʻItʼs great to see you having a go at drawing. I love watching you try new thingsʼ; or, ʻI love
seeing the ideas you come up with when you draw .̓

Of course, most of the time we neednʼt praise children at all. Saying simply, ʻDrawing is fun isnʼt it?,ʼ is o�en enough to
provide children with that all important sense of connection.
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Model making  mist akes

At my childrenʼs school, theyʼre taught to embrace ʻflearningʼ – learning through failure. Admittedly, my children witness me
ʻflearningʼ all the time at home, but in the eyes of your child, you might seem perfect. Itʼs helpful for your kids to see that you
make mistakes too, and importantly to learn through your modelling how mistakes can be managed.

Look for (or create!) opportunities to do this. When youʼre planning on bringing some spoons to the dining table, you could
bring knives over instead and say, ʻOops, my mistake. Not to worry. Iʼll just go back and swap these over.̓  Or, perhaps you
could draw alongside your toddler and deliberately keep from drawing inside the lines, commenting to your little one as you
go, ʻI love drawing with you .̓ By doing so, you model for your child that mistakes are okay, that they neednʼt hamper their
enjoyment of a task and importantly, that the end result isnʼt all that matters.

Teach your child t o speak t o t hemselves as a friend

How does your child talk to themselves?

Would they speak to a friend in the same way?

No? Then what might they say instead?

We all know how much our inner voice can a�ect how we feel. Teach your child to be kind to themselves. To be supportive,
forgiving and encouraging, even when they make mistakes.

Consider how you react  when your child behaves in an ʻimperfect ʼ way

Do you respond calmly when your child accidentally spills cereal all over the kitchen bench or do you tend to overreact? Itʼs
important when weʼre teaching our children that they neednʼt be perfect, that our responses back this up.

By accepting our children as they are – wonderful, ʻgood enoughʼ young learners – we teach them to do the same. And thatʼs
so much better than perfect.

Dr Kaylene Henderson
Dr Kaylene Henderson is a trusted Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist and one of Australiaʼs leading
parenting experts. Sheʼs also a grateful mother of three. Find her online a̒dvice packs ,̓ free website
resources, social media channels and popular seminars at www.drkaylenehenderson.com. You can
also watch Dr Kaylene Hendersonʼs free video tip for tackling perfectionism here:
https://adoseofawesomeness.com/free-video-tip-series/
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